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DEAR JOHN,
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DEAR SCARED,
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You might also call the Gay Switchboard, since
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Don't know if their still functioning.

DEAR JOHN,

The G.S.O. (Gay Social Organization) was
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withdrawing from society, Gays can build a society of
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"Yet I see a quick way to freedom for Gays. By
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DEAR JOHN,

I'm new in the Bay Area. I'd like to make

I think you may be right, that is if you're

It seems there has been a major clamp down

My lover and I quarrel most of the time,

LONELY

DEAR LONELY,

A good start might be to check with SIR

(Society for Individual Rights) 83 6th Street

in San Francisco. They have various activities.

You might also call the Gay Switchboard, since

Seven groups list their activities with them.

This paper has an events column where groups

can list activities free, you might check it.

LONELY

DEAR JOHN,

It seems there has been a major clamp down

gay life in San Francisco. I moved here three

years ago and it was wild. Now you have to be

careful wherever you go. What's happening??

SCARED

DEAR SCARED,

I think you may be right, that is if you're

speaking of places like "land's end", etc.

I understand there is a general clean up

going on, although it is not supposed to be

directed at the Gay Community. Only time and

future police moves will prove that.

SCARED

If you can write to JOHN, send

your letter to A E P.O.B. 27306

S.F. CA. 94127 Attn: John

GAYS COLONIZE!

Reproduced in part, the following letter was sub-
mitted to "PEOPLE TALK" by Don Jackson, San Francisco

Editor:

Homosexuals are oppressed because people feel

that their own values are morally superior. At the

rate we are going, we will all be dead before our

oppression continues. BASEBALL. If like-minded

our readers are invited to join in exploring this way to freedom. For further

information call 931-3999.*

We shall overcome

DON JACKSON

Relating to the "small city," the following excerpts are taken from a report by the San Fran-
cisco Examiner, Oct. 18, 1970: "Ich. Hubert Bruns, chairman of the Coun-
ty Board of Supervisors, takes a dim view of the:

move, of course. "We are all very concerned. Nat-

urally, we'll do everything we can to prevent

these things happening over our county."

"If they (the gays) were to register to vote

90 days before elections, the paper (the gay's

two-page document) says, "a great prize would be

their; the primary powers of government."

"It would mean the establishment of the

world's first museum of gay arts, sciences and

history...housing could be erected under public

housing laws...a gay Superior Court judge... a
gay district attorney... a large income from the

cigarette trade."

Events

Mld. Oct 21...

Discussion Group (SIR)

Subjects: "Gay Values. Have they improved over

the years?"

At: SIR CENTER

83 6th St. S.F. 8 P.M

Sat. Oct 22...

DANCE (SIR) center (S.F.)

83 6th St. S.F.

non members $1.50

Society for Individual Rights

83 6th St. S.F. 8 P.M (Free. [65-0675]

also Fri & Sun)

SUNDAY OCT 24

Open coffee house

214 Regent St. S.F.

2pm and on

Mon Oct 26...

San Session (SIR)

With Dr. Martin Low,

Informal. 4pm-6pm

SUN Oct 27...

FREE Gay Social Organization together.

(FREQUENCY G.S.O.)

6:00 PM to 7:30 PM S.F.

Wed Oct 27...

Non-Violence workshop

783 22nd st. S.F.

8PM

Social & constructive
evans that are gay, may

be listed free. Space

permitting of course. We

normally list only open

activities. THANKS.

FREQUENT FONEs...

PHONE #s of the GAY COMMUNITY

SIR. Society for Individual Rights...781-1970

GAY LIB. FRONT........BERKELEY.....893-6982

TAYLOR GUILD (S.F.)..................781-1971

MATTACHINE SOCIETY (S.F.)...........874-6995

DAUGHTERS OF BILIBOS(S.F.)............861-8689

GAY SOCIAL ORGANIZATION (GSO) Fremont. 793-8118

GAY SWITCHBOARD (BERKELEY) ..................874-6982

ADD (The S.F. GAY SCENE) PAPER 11-6) 387-2539